Ge 1−x Fe x (Ge:Fe) shows ferromagnetic behavior up to a relatively high temperature of 210 K, and hence is a promising material for spintronic applications compatible with Si technology. We have studied its electronic structure by soft x-ray angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (SX-ARPES) measurements in order to elucidate the mechanism of the ferromagnetism. We observed finite Fe 3d components in the states at the Fermi level (E F ) in a wide region in momentum space and E F was located above the valenceband maximum (VBM). First-principles supercell calculation also suggested that the E F is located above the VBM, within the narrow spin-down d(e) band and within the spin-up impurity band of the deep acceptor-level origin derived from the strong p-d(t 2 ) hybridization. We conclude that the narrow d(e) band is responsible for the ferromagnetic coupling between Fe atoms while the acceptor-level-originated band is responsible for the transport properties of Ge:Fe.
Ferromagnetic semiconductors (FMSs) such as (Ga,Mn)As [1, 2] have attracted much attention both from scientific and technological points of view [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Group-IV FMSs are particularly important because they are compatible with mature Si-based technology. Ge 1−x Fe x (Ge:Fe) is a promising material [9] [10] [11] [12] , and indeed can be grown epitaxially on Ge and Si substrates by the low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy (LT-MBE) method without the formation of intermetallic precipitates [13] . It shows p-type conduction, but the carrier concentration of ∼10 18 cm −3 [13] is orders of magnitude smaller than that of doped Fe atoms (∼10 21 cm −3 ). The Curie temperature (T C ) increases with the Fe content and with the inhomogeneity of Fe atom distribution [11, 12] , and reaches ∼210 K at highest by post-growth annealing [11] , which is above the highest T C of (Ga,Mn)As, ∼200 K [14] . Unlike (Ga,Mn)As, the T C does not depend on carrier concentration [13] . Recent x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements [15] have revealed the valence of Fe substituting Ge to be 2+, which indicates that each Fe atoms would provide two holes. It was also found that nanoscale ferromagnetic domains exist even above the T C , the origin of which was attributed to the inhomogeneous distribution of Fe atoms on the nanoscale.
In order to explain the origin of the ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As and related FMSs, two models have been proposed so far [5, 16, 17] , namely, the valence-band model [18, 19] and the impurity-band model [20] [21] [22] [23] . In the valence-band model, acceptor levels derived from the magnetic impurities are merged into the valence band and itinerant holes occupying states around the valence-band maximum (VBM) mediate ferromagnetism through Zener's p-d exchange mechanism.
In the case of the impurity-band model, on the other hand, impurity levels are detached from the VBM and lies within the band gap of the host semiconductor and hence ferromagnetism is stabilized through a double-exchange-like mechanism within the impurity band. In order to elucidate the electronic structure of Ge:Fe, especially, the position of the Fermi level (E F ) and the modification of the host band structure caused by the Fe 3d electrons, we have performed soft x-ray angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (SX-ARPES) measurements and first-principles supercell calculations.
A Ge 0.935 Fe 0.065 film was synthesized using the LT-MBE method at the growth temperature of 240
• C. The structure of the sample was, from the top surface to the bottom, Ge cap (∼ 2 nm)/Ge 0.935 Fe 0.065 (∼130 nm)/Ge buffer (∼20 nm)/p-Ge (001) substrate. The crystal orientation of the Ge:Fe sample was confirmed to coincide with that of the Ge substrate. The T C was estimated to be 100 K from the growth condition. In order to remove the oxidized surface layer, just before loading the sample into the vacuum chamber of the spectrometer, we etched the sample in a hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution (3 mol/L) for 5 seconds and subsequently rinsed it in water, which is known to be an efficient way to clean the surfaces of Ge [24] as well as those of Ge:Fe [15] . changing the photon energy, we could cover the entire Brillouin zone. X-ray absorption spectra were taken in the total electron yield mode.
First-principles supercell calculations were done based on the density functional theory (DFT)
utilizing the full-potential augmented-plane-wave method implemented in the WIEN2k package [25] . For the calculation of the host Ge band structure, modified Becke-Johnson (mBJ) exchange potential with the local density approximation (LDA) for correlation potential [26] was employed.
For the calculation of the spin-resolved partial density of states (PDOS) of Fe 3d in Ge, we constructed a 3×3×3 supercell consisting of 53 Ge and one Fe atoms, and used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof type [27] for the exchange-correlation energy functional. The experimental lattice constant of a = 5.648Å for Ge 0.935 Fe 0.065 [12] was used and spin-orbit interaction was included for both calculations. [29] .) Such a structure with a constant binding energy is either due to direct recombination, where the photoexcited electron recombines with the core hole, or to a satellite [30] , where the photoexcited core electron acts as a spectator to the core-hole recombination process.
Figure 1(d) shows the same RPES spectra plotted on an expanded scale. Due to the strong Auger peak, it was difficult to extract the PDOS from the spectra taken with the photon energy of the absorption peak at 708 eV. Therefore, by using a higher energy photons of 714 eV, we have deduced the Fe 3d PDOS as shown by a red curve in Fig. 1(d) . The PDOS is broad extending from E F to 5 eV below it, out of which the structure around 4 eV is attributed to a satellite because it showed strong enhancement at the resonance energy like the satellite in transition metals and transition-metal compounds listed in Supplementary Material [29] . Therefore, we consider that the main part of the Fe 3d PDOS is located from E F to ∼3 eV below it. In addition, there can be seen the Fermi edge-like step at E F , which indicates that the Fe 3d states have a finite contribution to the states at E F , and are involved in the charge transport of Ge:Fe. Figure 1 (e) shows the energy distribution curves (EDCs) taken in the angle-resolved mode at the photon energies of 704 eV (off-resonance) and 707 eV (on-resonance). The enhanced Fe 3d states were found to exist in a wide region in momentum space without appreciable dispersions. Note that the Fermi edge-like feature at E F is much clearer in Ge:Fe than in (Ga,Mn)As [31] , indicating that contributions of 3d
electrons to states at E F are more pronounced in Ge:Fe than in (Ga,Mn)As.
Figure 2(a) shows the photon energy dependence of ARPES spectra at the binding energy of 4 eV around the Γ point, from which one can see that the ARPES taken with x rays of 875 eV crosses the Γ point. From this plot using the final free-electron final-state model [32] , the inner potential was determined to be 11 eV. In Fig. 2(b) , the maximum energy of the valence-band dispersion is plotted against photon energy, and reaches the VBM at ∼ 876 eV. The energy of the VBM thus deduced is found to be 0.35 eV below E F , indicating that the Fermi level of Ge:Fe is Here, clear band dispersions characteristic of Ge, such as the heavy-hole (HH) band, the light-hole (LH) band, and the split-off (SO) band, can be seen, which indicates the good crystallinity of the Ge:Fe sample as well as the good quality of the sample surface after the HF etching. Solid curves represent the calculated band dispersions of the Ge host. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , the ARPES spectra of Ge:Fe agree fairy well with the calculated band dispersions of Ge, indicating that the doped Fe atoms did not affect the electronic structure of the Ge host significantly. Note that this is also the case for (Ga,Mn)As [31] .
In order to examine the electronic structure of a Fe atom substituting a Ge atom in the Ge host in comparison with a Mn atom substituting Ga in the GaAs host, we have calculated the spin- corresponding to Fe ∼1.85%-doped Ge as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Black curve and gray area represent the PDOS of the farthest and the nearest Ge atoms to the Fe atom, and blue and green curves represent the PDOS of Fe 3d(t 2 ) and 3d(e) orbitals, respectively. The PDOS of the farthest Ge is not affected by the presence of Fe significantly, which means that the Fe atom in this supercell can be considered as an isolated impurity. On the other hand, the PDOS of the nearest Ge is strongly affected by hybridization with Fe 3d states (mainly with Fe 3d(t 2 ) states), in particular within ∼0.5 eV of E F , as in the case of (Ga,Mn)As. A significant difference between Ge:Fe and (Ga,Mn)As is that there is an additional Fe 3d electron in Ge:Fe which occupies the minority-spin 3d(e) states at the Fermi level. This means that Fe is in the Fe 2+ state with 3d 6 (sp) 2 configuration, consistent with the XAS and XMCD measurements [15] and a previous calculation on a 2 × 2 × 2
Ge supercell having a neighboring Fe-Fe pair [33] . (In that calculation, the 3d(e) state was split into bonding and anti-bonding states due to the overlap of the d orbitals of paired Fe atoms.) Such an electronic structure was also found in the LDA calculations on (Ga,Fe)As [34] and (In,Fe)As:Be [35] . In addition, the p-d(t 2 ) hybridized states in Ge:Fe is pushed from the VBM into the band gap of host Ge and act as deep acceptor levels. The E F appears to be located ∼0.2 eV above the VBM of the farthest Ge. The value of ∼0.2 eV is smaller than the experimental value of 0.35 eV. This is probably due to the existence of ∼15% of interstitial Fe atoms [12] , which provide two electrons per Fe atom to the sp orbitals and partially compensates holes. Figure 3(b) shows the spin-averaged PDOS of Fe 3d(t 2 ) and 3d(e) orbitals in comparison with the experimentally obtained PDOS. Except for the structure around 4 eV, which we attribute to a satellite, the calculated PDOS agrees well with the experiment at least qualitatively, that is, both PDOS have a finite value at E F and extend down to ∼3 eV below E F .
A schematic energy-level diagram of the electronic structure of the Fe atom in the Ge matrix thus obtained is shown in Fig. 4(a) and that of the Mn atom in the GaAs matrix in Fig. 4(b) . In both cases, due to the T d local crystal symmetry around the transition-metal atom, the d levels are split into two sublevels, the doubly degenerate 3d(e) level and the triply degenerate 3d(t 2 ) level. In the presence of p-d hybridization (predominantly p-d(t 2 ) hybridization), the spin-up 3d(t 2 ) levels are shifted downwards and the spin-down t 2 levels upwards. At the same time, some p states are split from the VBM: spin-up levels are shifted upward and spin-down ones downward. Note that, as a result of the p-d(t 2 ) hybridization, the shifted levels have both d(t 2 ) and p characters and, therefore, we refer to the lower levels as bonding levels, and the upper as antibonding levels
hereafter. In the case of (Ga,Mn)As, the spin-up d levels are fully occupied and the spin-down is high enough and Fe-Fe interaction is non-negligible, the band width of the spin-down 3d(e) band would become broader, and the double-exchange mechanism would become effective.
From the above considerations, we conclude that the valence-band model or mean-field p-d
Zener model is not applicable in a different sense from the (Ga,Mn)As case. The spin-up p-d(t 2 ) hybridized levels located above the VBM appear responsible for the charge transport and the nondispersive Fe 3d intensity at E F observed by the resonance ARPES measurements. On the other hand, the narrow-band or nearly localized Fe 3d(e) electrons play an essential role in stabilizing the ferromagnetism most likely through a double-exchange-like mechanism between neighboring Fe atoms. The present picture explains the observed increase of T C with Fe concentration [9] and with the inhomogeneity of Fe distribution [11] . The same picture explains the observation of nanoscale ferromagnetic domains formed in Fe-rich regions well above the T C [15] .
In summary, we have performed SX-ARPES measurements on Ge 0.935 Fe 0.065 . In the resonance photoemission spectra, a strong normal Auger peak could be seen, Figure S1 shows the false color plot of the spectra in Fig. 1(a) in the main text normalized to the area of the energy distribution curve (EDC). As is also stated in the main text, the dispersive normal Auger peak and non-dispersive feature around the binding energy of 4 eV can be seen, denoted by a red solid line and dashed line, respectively. The latter structure has been found in various metallic compounds such as Ni [2, 3] , Cr, Fe [4] , and Fe-based superconductors [5] [6] [7] .
The energy of 4.2 ± 0.2 eV is larger than that of Fe metal (3.2 eV) [4] but is close to that of the Fe-based superconductors CeFeAsO 0.89 F 0.11 (4.2 eV) [5] and BaFe 2 As 2 (3.6eV) [6] , which might be due to the similar tetrahedral coordination of non-metal atoms to the Fe atoms in the Fe-based superconductors and Ge:Fe. Figure S2 shows the intensity of the RPES spectrum around E F (-0.2 to 0.4 eV) as a function of photon energy, namely, constant initial state (CIS) spectrum, where the XAS spectrum and the CIS spectrum at E B =4 eV are also shown as references. The CIS spectrum show a sharp increase at the threshold well below the peak of the XAS spectrum, followed by a broader peak at a higher photon energy. The sharp increase may originate from the transitions into the narrow 3d(e) band just above E F , while the broader peak from transitions into the empty 3d(t 2 ) level, corresponding to the XAS spectrum.
RESONANCE PHOTOEMISSION SPECTRA IN THE ANGLE-RESOLVED MODE
Figures S3(a) and (b) shows the EDC second derivative of the photoemission spectra taken in the angle-resolved mode at hν = 704 eV (off-resonance) and 707.7 eV (on-resonance), respectively. The Γ-K-X line is also shown by a green solid arrow.
Auger peak in the on-resonance spectra, the primary difference from the off-resonance spectra is the non-dispersive feature just below E F as also discussed in the main text. This structure originates from the Fermi edge of the Fe 3d states enhanced on resonance, as already confirmed by the angle-integrated spectra. This non-dispersive feature probably reflects the random distribution of the Fe atoms.
